Abstract-Selecting the model structure with the "appropriate" complexity is a standard problem for training large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition (LVCSR) systems. State-of-the-art LVCSR systems are highly complex. A wide variety of techniques may be used which alter the system complexity and word error rate (WER). Explicitly evaluating systems for all possible configurations is infeasible; hence, an automatic model complexity control criterion is highly desirable. Most existing complexity control schemes can be classified into two types, Bayesian learning techniques and information theory approaches. An implicit assumption is made in both, that increasing the likelihood on held-out data decreases the WER. However, this correlation has been found quite weak for current speech recognition systems. This paper presents a novel discriminative complexity control technique, the marginalization of a discriminative growth function. This is a closer approximation to the true WER than standard approaches. Experimental results on a standard LVCSR Switchboard task showed that marginalized discriminative growth functions outperforms manually tuned systems and conventional complexity control techniques, such as Bayesian information criterion (BIC), in terms of WER.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
ELECTING the model structure with the "appropriate" complexity is a standard problem for training large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition (LVCSR) systems. State-of-the-art LVCSR systems are highly complex. A wide variety of techniques are used which alter both the system complexity and resulting word error rate (WER). These techniques include decision tree-based state clustering, using a mixture of Gaussians as a state density distribution and various dimensionality reduction schemes. Explicitly evaluating WER for all possible model structural configurations is infeasible. It is therefore useful to find a criterion that predicts the WER ranking order, without explicitly requiring all the systems to be built.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASL. 2006.889804 eters are treated as random variables. The likelihood is integrated out over the model parameters yielding the Bayesian evidence. In the information theory approaches, a complexity control problem is viewed as finding a minimum code length, for an underlying data generation process [1] , [19] . These two approaches are closely related to each other. They asymptotically tend to the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [20] for firstorder, or Laplace's approximation for second-order expansion [26] . These schemes have been previously studied for various complexity control problems for speech recognition systems. For instance, they have been applied to determine the number of states in a decision tree-based clustering, or the number of linear transforms for speaker and environment adaptation [2] , [21] - [23] . An implicit assumption is made in these schemes, that increasing the likelihood on held-out data will decrease the WER. However, this correlation has been found quite weak for current speech recognition systems [10] . It would be preferable to use a complexity control scheme that is more closely related to WER. Along these lines, a discriminative measure has previously been used [16] as a method of incrementally splitting Gaussian mixture components. However, no stopping criterion was provided to penalize over-complex model structures. This paper presents a novel complexity control technique using the marginalization of a discriminative growth function, rather than the likelihood in standard Bayesian approaches. Due to sensitivity to outliers, discriminative training criteria, such as maximum mutual information (MMI), cannot be directly integrated over for complexity control. Instead, a related discriminative growth function is marginalized. This growth function has the same maxima and minima as the original discriminative criterion but has a reduced sensitivity to outliers. However, directly marginalizing this discriminative growth function is usually impractical. Using an expectation-maximization (EM)-like approach, a strict lower bound of the growth function can derived. To further reduce computational cost, Laplace's approximation is used for the growth function integration. The discriminative growth function presented in this paper is based on the minimum phone error (MPE) criterion.
In this paper, hidden Markov model (HMM) systems with mixture of Gaussians as the state output distributions and multiple heteroscedastic LDA (HLDA) feature transforms are used. HLDA is a linear projection scheme which diagonalizes the feature space [4] . It partitions the entire feature space into a useful subspace where all Gaussian means and variances are kept distinct and a nuisance subspace where component means and variances are globally tied. Multiple HLDA extends this concept so that transforms are shared on a state or Gaussian component level [4] , [9] . Thus, two forms of system complexity attributes will be determined: the number of components per state and the number of useful dimensions for each HLDA projection. This problem of simultaneously examining multiple complexity attributes makes commonly used schemes, such as Bayesian information criterion (BIC), inappropriate for complexity control [10] . This paper is organized as follows. The Section II reviews standard complexity control techniques and their limitations. Section III discusses discriminative training criteria, and issues with the directly marginalization of them for complexity control. One form of discriminative growth function for the MPE criterion is then introduced in Section IV. Some implementation issues are discussed in Section V. Experimental results on a standard LVCSR task are presented in Section VI.
II. COMPLEXITY CONTROL
A standard problem in LVCSR training, and machine learning in general, is how to obtain a model structure that generalizes well to unseen data. For speech recognition, this generalization is measured usually by WER on unseen data. The aim is to select the optimal model structure from a set of candidate model structures , given a fixed length training data set and the reference transcription . An implicit model correctness assumption is made for standard complexity control schemes, hence, increasing the unseen data likelihood will decrease the system's WER. In Bayesian techniques, this selection scheme can be expressed as the following evidence integral over the model parameters using the training data:
where denotes a parameterization of . The maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion is given by
The language model probability is normally optimized on additional text data. Hence, only the structural optimization of acoustic models is considered in this paper. In addition, no prior knowledge over individual model structures is considered, so is assumed uninformative. The parameter prior distribution is also treated as uninformative. 1 For HMM-based speech recognition systems, it is computationally intractable to directly compute the evidence integral in (1) . This has led to a variety of approximation schemes, of which BIC is the most widely used [20] . BIC may be simply expressed in terms of a penalized log likelihood evaluated at the ML, or maximum a posteriori (MAP), estimate of model parameters . The model selection is based on the following approximation:
1 Alternatively, assumptions may be made about the prior distribution's structure, which typically constrain it to be a conjugate prior distribution for p(Oj ; W;M), so that the evidence integration problem may be relatively simplified. Nevertheless, how to select a form of the parameter prior distribution is always subjective.
where denotes the number of free parameters in , and is a penalization coefficient which may be tuned for the specific task [2] . Schwartz proved that when , BIC is a first-order asymptotic expansion of the evidence integral. When the type of model parameters being optimized are very different, for example the number of Gaussians and dimensions, this simple approximation may be poor [10] . The actual form of the parameter, for example whether it is associated with a mean or covariance matrix, can have a large affect on how it alters the likelihood. Thus, the simple number of parameters, unless there is a very large amount of data, is a poor measure.
Laplace's approximation provides a second-order asymptotic expansion of the evidence integral [26] . The basic idea is to make a local Gaussian approximation of likelihood curvature in the parametric space. The volume under that Gaussian is computed as an approximation to the evidence integral (4) denotes the determinant of a matrix, and again is the optimal model parameters. This second-order approximation allows the difference in the form of parameters being optimized to be better accounted for.
One issue with both of the above schemes is that the log-likelihood for each model structure is required. For HMMs, this can be computationally expensive. One method to avoid this is to derive a lower bound that may be assumed to be applicable for multiple different structures. Let denote the current parameterization for . Using a standard EM approach, the following inequality may be derived:
where the auxiliary function ml is given by ml (6) and indicates that an acoustic observation was generated by state , and the state posterior . For LVCSR training, the majority of the time is spent accumulating these sufficient statistics to estimate the model parameters. Thus, accumulating these statistics for all possible systems is infeasible. To handle this problem, a range of model structures are required to use information derived from the same set of statistics generated using a single system. For example, when determining the number of components, statistics for systems with fewer components per state can be derived by merging appropriate statistics together from a more complex system. This allows the lower bound in (5) to be efficiently computed. This lower bound for the evidence is then used
The only term in the lower bound in (5) which is dependent on the model parameters is the auxiliary function ml . When multiple model structures use the same set of statistics, the rank ordering derived from the marginalization of the lower bound, ml is equivalent to that of ml . However, when multiple sets of statistics are used, the other terms in the lower bound cannot be ignored and must be computed. To further reduce the computational cost, the right-hand side of the inequality in (7) can be efficiently approximated using the BIC, or Laplace's approximation.
This form of approximation is related to another lower bound approach, variational approximations [5] , [25] . Variational methods yield an alternative form of lower bound, which have been used for complexity control [25] and may also be used with the discriminative approaches discussed in this paper. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling schemes are another approach to approximate the evidence integral [14] . In practice, MCMC approaches are not generally practical for LVCSR tasks given the high dimensionality of the sampling space.
III. DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING CRITERIA ML training, and hence the related complexity control schemes, yield the best classifier under a number of assumptions, including that the acoustic model is a correct "generative" model for speech. However, for current speech recognition systems, HMMs are not the correct generative models. Discriminative training does not make this assumption, but rather tries to reduce the expected classification error directly. Most state-of-the-art LVCSR systems are now trained using discriminative approaches [3] .
A. MMI
One widely used discriminative training criterion is MMI [27] , [18] . This is equivalent to maximizing the a posteriori probability of the correct transcription , given the training data and model
The denominator term is obtained using a "composite" model by summing over all possible hypotheses , including the correct word sequence. 2 When the language model parameters associated with are fixed during training, the MMI criterion is equivalent to the conditional maximum-likelihood (CML) training [13] . 3 Though MMI has been successfully used for training LVCSR systems, it has been observed that the MMI criterion gives undue weights to outliers. Utterances with very low posterior probability of the correct transcription can dominate the criterion computation [24] . 2 In practice, a lattice or N-best list with a finite number of alternatives is used. The language model probability is scaled by a constant > 0 to compensate for the dynamic range issue p(Oj ; M) = p(OjW;
; M)P(W) :
B. MPE
MMI is based on the sentence posterior. However, in speech recognition, the most commonly used performance measurement is WER. Minimum word error (MWE) is a criterion more closely related to word, rather than sentence, error rates. It uses a continuous form of WER approximation [8] , [6] and the accuracy contribution from each hypothesis is weighted by its posterior probability. A closely related criterion is MPE. Instead of evaluating recognition accuracy at a word level, a phone level accuracy is calculated under the constraint of the reference word transcription [17] , [18] . MPE has been found to achieve better generalization than MWE [18] . The MPE criterion is expressed as the average phone correctness of all possible word sequences mpe (9) where is the accuracy measure of a word sequence , compared with the reference transcription . This calculation would require a dynamic programing procedure. However, an efficient phone accuracy approximation for lattices was proposed in [17] and [18] . First, the phone level accuracy for each arc in the lattice against the reference transcript is computed, recognition errors caused by either substitution, deletion, or insertion are accounted for. Then, the accuracy measure of each arc is smoothed using a forward-backward algorithm-like procedure. This acts to de-weight the accuracy of lattice arcs which have very low posterior probabilities and scale up the accuracy of those that are more likely. A more detailed description of the algorithm is given in [18] .
C. Marginalizing Discriminative Criteria
Discriminative complexity control could be achieved by directly replacing the ML criterion in the evidence integral of (1) by a discriminative criterion. If the MPE criterion is used and the model prior is assumed informative, this yields
A similar form of integral of MMI criterion may also be considered for complexity control. However, for both criteria, such a direct marginalization may be inappropriate. The primary reason is that undue weight is given to outliers. State-of-the-art large-vocabulary speech recognition systems are trained with hundreds of hours of data and outliers, which are far from the decision boundary, are likely to exist. These outliers are often utterances with very low likelihood, and associated high recognition error rate. This sensitivity to outliers is a well-known feature of the MMI criterion [24] . Sentences with very low posteriors are heavily weighted. The performance ranking prediction will be distorted due to the presence of these outliers. The same issue exists with the MPE criterion for sentences with very high recognition error rate.
IV. DISCRIMINATIVE GROWTH FUNCTIONS
The sensitivity to outliers mentioned in the previous section could be addressed by explicitly de-weight the outliers utter-ances [24] . However, in this paper, an alternative approach based on discriminative growth functions is used. This growth function maintains some of the attributes of the original discriminative criterion, but is less sensitive to outliers. The marginalization of this growth function is used to determine the appropriate model complexity. This method is very different to the standard Bayesian techniques. As discussed in Section II, techniques like BIC and variational method are both approximation schemes to the Bayesian evidence, the marginalization of the ML criterion. In contrast, the method proposed here is the marginalization of a discriminative measure, or "discriminative evidence." In this section, a general form of growth functions for discriminative criteria is introduced. Then, an appropriate form of discriminative growth function is derived for the MPE criterion.
A. General Form of Growth Functions
The form of growth function considered here is applicable to any discriminative criterion which can be expressed as a ratio between two polynomials with positive coefficients. The MMI and MPE criteria are in this category. Consider a discriminative training criterion expressed in the following form (the model structure is omitted for clarity in this section):
The general form of a growth function proposed here can be expressed as den sm (12) where is the current parameter estimate. The first two terms in the bracket give information about the curvature of the criterion surface in the parametric space. The third regularization term in the bracket is a smoothing term, scaled by a positive constant . As explained in Section III-C, for speech recognition systems, outliers may exist in the training data. To reduce the growth function's sensitivity to outliers, the smoothing criterion should be selected to compensate for the low likelihood, or high error rate, contribution from these outliers. Thus, the smoothing term will be associated with the likelihood or WER. The constant in (12) determines the effect from this smoothing criterion. The exact form of sm depends on the underlying discriminative criterion being considered, and will be further discussed in the next section for the MPE criterion. In addition, the denominator term den outside the bracket in (12) may also help to reduce the sensitivity to outliers. This is the case for both the MMI and MPE criteria where it is associated with the likelihood of a sentence, den . Hence, highly unlikely word sequences will have a smaller effect on the growth function.
The gradient of the growth function may be expressed as 
Hence, a turning point of the original criterion is also a turning point of the growth function around the current parameter estimate when approaches zero. This constrains the attributes of the growth function to be related to those of the original criterion.
B. MPE Growth Function
This paper focuses on using a growth function based on the MPE criterion. The growth function considered is mpe mpe sm (14) where the smoothing term is given by sm mpe mpe (15) This smoothing criterion has the attributes discussed in Section III-C, as the effect of word sequences whose accuracy are below the average level is reduced. In addition, the term outside the bracket in the MPE growth function is associated with the likelihood of a sentence and will further reduce the sensitivity to outliers.
Direct marginalization of the growth function in (14) is difficult for speech systems, due to the latent variables associated with HMMs, and will be highly inefficient for complexity control. An approach similar to that discussed in Section II is therefore used. A lower bound for the MPE growth function may be derived [12] mpe mpe mpe mpe (16) where the MPE "auxiliary function" is given by 4 mpe mpe (17) and mpe is the MPE hidden state occupancy. The following lower bound marginalization is then used for complexity control:
Finally, although the dependency upon latent variables has been removed for the growth function lower bound, the marginalization in (18) is still nontrivial. To solve this problem, the integral in (18) may be computed using Laplace's approximation, in common with the ML bound marginalization in (5 (19) where the MPE word sequence occupancy is defined as mpe mpe (20) and the numerator and denominator occupancies are given by num mpe mpe den mpe mpe (21) It is interesting to compare the MPE occupancy derived from the growth function, given in (19) , with the standard form used in LVCSR MPE training [18] given by mpe num den mpe mpe (22) where a constant is empirically tuned. These two forms of MPE occupancy are equivalent to one another when . However, the two smoothing terms serve very different purposes. The smoothing term in the standard MPE occupancy, in (22) , ensures a stable convergence during training. Whereas, the smoothing term derived from the growth function helps reduce the sensitivity to outliers sentences with high error rates.
The growth function lower bound in (16) has a similar form to the log-likelihood bound in (5) . Both may be expressed as the value of the underlying objective function at the current parameter estimate plus a second term that is related to the difference in auxiliary functions. In the same fashion, as the log-likelihood bound, for efficiency multiple complexity configurations should make use of a single set of statistics. In this case, the only term that will determine the rank-ordering of the systems will be the MPE auxiliary function, mpe . The form of statistic merging used in this work is discussed in more detail in the next section. One important aspect for both this discriminative bound and the log-likelihood bound is the accuracy of the derived statistics. As the differences between the structure used to derive the statistics and the model being considered increases, the bound may become increasingly looser and the performance ranking poorer. To reduce this effect, a maximum structural mutation from the system used to derive the statistics may be enforced. This will also be discussed in more detail in the next section.
Another issue with using growth functions for complexity control is the setting of the regularization constant . The setting of this constant has two effects. First, it controls the contribution from the smoothing term of the MPE occupancy, given in (19) , to reduce the sensitivity to outliers. Second, the setting of may affect the selection of the optimal configuration, and the speed of structural mutation from the current model. This constant may need to be appropriately set for complexity control. However, it is found in practice that the WER performance of the final system is not sensitive to the setting of , when it is sufficiently large. Taking the MPE GFunc system on the 297-h training set in Table I of Section VI as an example. Using all the configurations described in Sections V and VI, a total of seven MPE GFunc systems were built using varying values in the set {0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0}. This is also the range used to investigate the effect of as a smoothing constant on standard discriminative training in previous research [18] , [27] . First, it was found that the WER performances were fairly robust against the setting of , varying between 33.9% ( and ) and 33.8% for all other five GFunc systems. This shows that the performances of MPE GFunc systems are not sensitive to the setting of the smoothing constant . This is an important feature of a good complexity control technique, as no parameters requires excessive tuning. Second, the relationship between the average number of Gaussians per state in the final system and was examined. This is shown in Fig. 1 . As expected, increasing the value of , when it is sufficiently large, for example when , led to increased model complexity in the final system. This is simply a natural aspect of the smoothing term, as it is increasingly dominating the growth function calculation. The same property of also holds during standard discriminative training as it controls the speed and stability of the criterion optimization [15] , [27] , [18] . Another interesting observation is that an over-small valued was found to cause unstable structural mutation. For example, when , a highly complex model structure with more than 18.4 components per state was selected. This most complex system also gave the poorest WER performance, 33.9%. Once again, this may attribute to the nature of as a smoothing constant. Due to the above reasons, for all the experiments in this paper the value of was set to 2.0 and not altered. This is also a standard value used for MPE training.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In this section, implementation issues for using marginalized discriminative growth functions will be discussed.
A. Statistic Merging
As discussed in Section IV-B, the same set of statistics may be used for a range of model structures. As it is only possible to merge statistics, the number of components, or other complexity control attributes, can only be reduced. For this merging process, the statistics from a pair of Gaussians must be combined to form a single Gaussian. This is a standard problem and is solved by simply combining the appropriate first-or second-order statistics and the occupancy counts. For example, when joining component and to yield , and using the MPE statistics as an example, this yields mpe mpe mpe (23) and similarly for the first-and second-order statistics. The same merging will also be performed for the ML statistics for the log-likelihood lower-bound. All possible pairs of component merging are considered. The one with the largest increase in the objective function is selected.
B. Constrained Maximum Structural Mutation
For efficiency, the lower bound of the discriminative growth function, or log-likelihood, is derived from statistics of a single system as discussed previously. As the structural mutation from the current model is increased, the reliability of the fixed statistics will decrease. This may lead to a poor selection of model complexity. To overcome this problem, the whole structural optimization process can be performed in an iterative mode. An overview of the algorithm, when using marginalized MPE growth functions to select the number of Gaussians per state, is shown in Fig. 2 . A maximum mutation in the model complexity is imposed. For instance, the maximum number of Gaussians that may be removed from any state per iteration is constrained. In the work here, the maximum mutation was set to be 2. Between iterations of structural optimization, model parameters were re-estimated using ML training to obtain improved statistics.
By replacing the growth function integral in the figure with BIC, and using the log-likelihood bound in (5), the same procedure was also applied to BIC. In all experiments, a total of four iterations of complexity control were performed.
C. Hessian Approximation
The lower bound marginalization for the MPE growth function in (16) , may be approximated via Laplace's approximation. However, this requires the storage of a Hessian matrix with respect to all the model parameters. However, the number of model parameters in an LVCSR system can be in the millions, making the storage and calculation of the Hessian impractical. To solve this problem, assumptions can be made about the structure of the Hessian. In particular, by assuming that the Hessian has a block diagonal structure [9] , [10] , the problem is tractable. The exact form of the approximated Hessian depends on that of the growth function lower bound. Let denote the projected feature after the HLDA transform, where denotes the HLDA transform that component is assigned to. Let , denote the component means and covariances in the transformed space. The MPE auxiliary function in (17) may can be expressed as shown by (24) at the bottom of the next page. Each Gaussian component is assumed to be independent of all others. Furthermore within each Gaussian component, the mean, variance, and each row of the HLDA transforms are also assumed independent of each other. For the integral over the growth function's lower bound in (18) , the log-determinant of the Hessian matrix may be approximated as mpe mpe mpe mpe (25) where the second-order differentials are derived from (24) and yield (26) , as shown at the bottom of the page, where denotes the cofactor vector associated with row and the transform specific statistics are accumulated on a row-by-row basis mpe (27) As is accumulated using statistics from the original feature-space, there is no need to perform statistic merging as described in Section V-A for multiple Gaussian components. The same statistics can be used to generate a range of sizes of useful dimension. Note that this assumes that the assignment of component to transform is fixed, which is the situation considered in this paper.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the complexity control schemes are evaluated on a large-vocabulary conversational telephone speech (CTS) task. Three CTS training configurations were used. The first is a full system using a 297-h training set h5etrain03, consisting of 4800 Switchboard I, 228 Call Home English (CHE), and 418 Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) Cellular conversation sides [3] . Two subsets of this were also used: 46-h minitrain04; 76-h h5etrain03sub. Both subsets were selected to have the same gender and channel condition distribution of the full set. The total number of training speakers in the full set is approximately 8 times as the 46-h subset and 4 times the 76 hour. Note the 46-h minitrain04 is subsumed by h5etrain03sub. For evaluation, a 3-h subset of 2001 development data, dev01sub, was used. The test set contains 20 Switchboard I and 20 Switchboard II phase II conversation sides of the NIST LVCSR evaluation data in 2000 and 1998, respectively, and another 19 LDC Cellular sides. The data was parameterized using PLP cepstral features normalized on conversation side basis, using vocal tract length normalization (VTLN). The data was further normalized using cepstral mean and variance normalization. The baseline feature vector used for all projections was a 52-dimensional acoustic feature generated by appending derivatives up to the third order. For the baseline configuration this 52-dimensional feature vector was projected down to 39 dimensions using HLDA. For all these multiple HLDA systems the silence Gaussians were assigned to one transform class, while the speech Gaussians were split into 64 distinct classes. The component assignment used a top-down splitting procedure, based on distance measure of Gaussian components in the acoustic space. Continuous density, mixture of Gaussians, cross-word triphone, gender-independent HMM systems were used. After phonetic decision tree based tying, there are approximately 3k speech states for the 46 hour subset, and 6k states for the other two sets. Unless otherwise stated, ML training was used for all systems. The lattices used to obtain the MPE statistics for both the complexity control experiments and MPE training were generated using the baseline 39-dimensional global HLDA system. All recognition experiments used a 58k word trigram language model. Three forms of complexity control were compared to the baseline approach of using a fixed number of components for each state in the system, referred to as Fixed. VarMix [3] is a simple approach where the number of components in a state is set to be proportional to the number of frames assigned to that state raised to a power, in these experiments 0.2. The total number of components in the system is fixed so that the average number of Gaussians per state remains the same as standard, 
Fixed, system from which it was derived. 5 BIC, as an example of a Bayesian complexity control, was implemented using the efficient approach discussed in Section V-B. Finally, the MPE discriminative evidence framework, MPE GFunc, was evaluated. Initially, only the number of components associated with each state was determined. The front-end for these experiments used the standard global HLDA projection to 39 dimensions. Table I shows the performance of the baseline system for a range of fixed number of components per state. Using VarMix complexity control gains of 0.1%-0.3% absolute over the baseline Fixed system were obtained. This is not surprising as the amount of data associated with each state can vary considerably. The best VarMix results were all associated with the most complex configuration using 20 Gaussian components per state. The results using BIC, along with the average number of components per state, is also shown in Table I . One interesting issue with the iterative complexity control used here for both the BIC and the GFunc systems is the selection of the initial model. This starting model may affect both the complexity and WER of the final system, as it is not possible to have a final system that is more complex using the approach in Section V-B. Hence, it is preferable to used a starting model that has a lower error rate, and possibly a more compact model structure. In Table I , the starting models used to obtain the initial statistics and determine the maximum complexity of the systems are marked with a " ." These are selected based on the WER performances of the baseline Fixed systems. The three systems were 20 components for the 46-h subset, 16 components for 76-h and 20 components for the 297-h systems. Note that for the 76-h set, the baseline system had more than twice the number of tied states than the 46-h set. Three values of in (3) were used, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Note the baseline system marked with a " " is the system with . Though for all data sets the performance of the best BIC system was better than that of the baseline system, it was only comparable to the best VarMix system, but with fewer components per state. For example, on the 76-h set, the best BIC system ( ), which had 15.57 components per state on average, matched the performance of the more complex 18 component VarMix system. The performance using the marginalized MPE growth are also shown in Table I . In contrast to the VarMix or BIC approach, there was no tuning of any free parameters. For all of the three sets, the MPE GFunc system outperformed, or approximately matched, the best BIC and VarMix systems with fewer parameters. This indicates that the MPE GFunc system is able to select configurations that make more efficient use of the number of components.
To further investigate marginalized growth functions for model selection, a more complex problem was examined. Both the number of Gaussians per state and useful dimensions per projection in a multiple HLDA system were optimized. The number of useful dimensions to be considered is in the range from 28 to 52 for each projection. Table II shows the performances of various multiple HLDA systems after complexity control. The baseline systems used VarMix to tune Fixing the number of Gaussians per state and increasing the dimensionality from 39 to 52 further reduced the WER for all three training sets by 0.2%-0.5%. As discussed in Section II, there are issues for generally using BIC to optimize multiple system attributes with limited amounts of data. BIC systems were generated for the two smaller training sets, the 46 and 76-h subsets. The initial statistics for the model selection were derived from same initial models in Table I . The performance of the most complex systems were marked with a " " in the table. For the 46-h set, the most complex VarMix system had a WER of 37.8. Using BIC, the best performance was obtained with , which selected a system with 49.49 useful dimensions per Gaussian and 19.38 components per state on average. Though, as previously mentioned, BIC has limitations for optimizing multiple attributes, on this task it still gave a gain of 0.9% over the best VarMix system with a fixed number of useful dimensions. A similar trend was also observed on the 76-h set, where the best BIC system ( ) outperformed the best VarMix system by 0.4%.
The marginalized MPE growth functions was then used to determine both the number of components and dimensions. Table II shows these results, along with the size of system generated. WER reduction was obtained over the VarMix baselines for all three training sets. For the 46-h training set, the GFunc system had 18.34 components per state and 41.78 dimensions per Gaussian. Compared with the 12 component VarMix baselines, it outperformed the VarMix 39 dimensional system by 1.1% absolute, and the more complex 52-dimensional configuration by 0.9%. The MPE GFunc system approximately matched the performance of the best BIC system ( , 19.38 com and 49.49 dim) with much fewer parameters. WER gains were also obtained for the 76-h set. Compared with the 16 component baselines, the GFunc systems outperformed the 39-and 52-dimensional systems by 1.3% and 1.0%, respectively. The gains over the manually tuned BIC systems were by 0.3%-0.6% absolute. On the 297-h full set, compared with the two 20 Gaussian baselines, there were performance gains of of 0.6%-1.0% absolute. The GFunc system also outperformed all three BIC systems by 0.4%-0.6%. It is interesting that there was no tuning of the MPE GFunc system either between the size of the training data or the nature of the attributes being optimized.
All the MPE GFunc systems so far discussed were trained using the ML criterion, although discriminative statistics were used to select the optimal structural configuration. In the next set of experiments, after determining the optimal model structure, model parameters were updated discriminatively using the standard MPE training [17] , [18] . The aim was to investigate the interaction between discriminative training and complexity control. MPE training was only performed on the larger training sets, 76 and 297 h, as these were expected to benefit most from discriminative training. Four iterations of MPE training were performed for each system updating the state transitions, component means, variances and priors only, the multiple HLDA transforms were kept fixed. Based on the WER performances, for the 76-h set, the 12-component 52-dimensional VarMix and the best BIC system ( ) in Table II were selected as baselines. These MPE results are shown in Table III . Gains from the GFunc systems were mostly maintained after MPE training. However, some gain from the most complex BIC system on the 76-h set was lost. This may be because compact systems are often preferred for MPE training to ensure good generalization [18] . For this reason, on the 297-h set, the more compact 16-component 52-dimensional VarMix system in Table II was selected as the baseline, instead of the 20-component system with a very similar error rate. The best BIC system ( ) was also selected. Again, the gain from the GFunc system was mostly additive to MPE training.
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel automatic model complexity control technique using marginalized discriminative growth functions has been proposed. This discriminative growth function is closely related to a discriminative training criterion, in the work presented here the MPE criterion, but has a reduced sensitivity to outliers utterances. To make the marginalization of the function tractable, an EM approach to yield a lower bound approximation is described. This lower bound was then marginalized efficiently using Laplace's approximation for complexity control. This new automatic model complexity scheme was compared with various standard approaches, including the BIC, on a standard LVCSR task. The attributes of the system that were determined were: the number of Gaussians per state and the number of useful dimensions of an HLDA system. Experimental results showed that this form of discriminative model complexity control gave better, or at least the same performance, of the best manually tuned system. In addition, the approach yields more compact systems than schemes such as BIC. This is useful for All the following derivations will be based on various forms of the expansion in (29). To make the growth function marginalization more efficient, a lower bound of may be derived using an EM-like approach via Jensen's inequality. In a similar fashion, a distribution over the hidden state sequences is required. The lower bound is given by mpe (30)
In order to make the above bound valid, the hidden variable sequence "posterior" distribution must satisfy the nonnegative and sum-to-one constraint. 
When is big enough, the nonnegative and sum-to-one constraint will hold for . To further rearrange the lower bound in (30), another form of , given in (29), is required. This is given by 
For the complexity control problem considered in this paper, the state transition probabilities and which is the MPE auxiliary function, mpe , in (17) . Finally, given this form of mpe , the growth function lower bound in (36) may be rewritten as in (16) .
